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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF BUYANCUK ATTRIBUTED
TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780), ET AL.
QING DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771

Estimate: 1,500,000 - 2,500,000 HKD 

oil on Korean paper
the bust portrait depicting a Mongolian Qošot Prince in frontal view, dressed in a
princely surcoat of navy colour featuring an embroidered medallion with
a five-clawed golden dragon clutching a flaming pearl, framed by colourful ruyi
clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown fur collar and white fur down the centre, his
distinguished face full of vitality framed by his fur-trimmed court hat with a ruby
button indicating the first rank and the two-eyed peacock feather, his left ear
sporting a pendent pearl earring, his neck draped with a green jade court necklace,
all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in
Chinese with the characters Heshite beile Buyanchuke ('The Qošot Beile Buyancuk'),
and repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the
reverse attached with a yellow label inscribed di wu ('The fifth painting')
75.9 by 58.5 cm., 29 3/4 by 23 in.
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AN IMPERIAL OIL PORTRAIT OF BUYANCUK 

ATTRIBUTED TO IGNAZ SICHELBARTH, (AI QIMENG, 1708-1780). ET AL. 

QlNG DYNASTY, QIANLONG PERIOD, CIRCA 1771 

oil on Korean paper 
the bust portrait depicting a Mongolian Qofot Prince in frontal view. dressed in a princely 
surcoat of navy colour featuring an embroidered medallion with a five-clawed golden dragon 
clutching a flaming pearl, framed by colourful ruyi clouds, the robe trimmed with a brown 
fur collar and white fur down the centre, his distinguished face full of vitality framed by his 
fur-trimmed court hat with a ruby button indicating the first rank and the two-eyed peacock 
feather, his left ear sporting a pendent pearl earring, his neck draped with a green jade court 
necklace, all against a bluish-grey background, the upper right corner inscribed vertically in 
Chinese with the characters Heshite beile Buyanchuke (The Qoiot Beile Buyancuk?, and 
repeated in Manchu on the upper left corner, the upper left corner of the reverse attached with 
a yellow label inscribed di wu (The fifth painting? 
75.9 by 58.5 cm.. 29% by 23 in. 

PROVENANCE 
Dr. Wuensch. Germany. early 20th century. 
A rare book dealer in Heidelberg, Germany. 
E.J. Brill, Leiden, Netherlands. 1985. 

LITERATURE 
E.J. Brill, Catalogue 544, Leiden, 1985, no. 9. 
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The Manchu transliteration: 

Hooiot beile Buyancuk 

The English translation: 

The Qoiot Beile Buyancuk 

Buyancuk (d. 1790) the eldest son of Yelenpil, was awarded the title of 

Jasak gBsa arnurlinggui [Mongolian for 'peacefulnessl beise in 1771 after 

his father had declined it in order to take religious orders. This title was 

decreed hereditary in 1783. He belonged to the same family with Noohai 

(lot 155) and Gungge (lot 151). Suyancuk passed away in 1790. and his 

younger brother Orir became his successor. 
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